ANTARCTIC BOOK LIST

We are pleased to be able to offer books and postal history items from the collection of an Antarctic Expedition member. All prices are in Australian Dollars and do not include postage, which will be quoted upon request.

Range of Journal Reprints (8) dated 1959-88, some signed by authors, “Walkabout – Australian Geographic Magazine” (7), 1937-51 with Antarctic articles, four(4) ephemera items including 1984 Scott Polar Research Institute 50th Anniversary menu with 20 signatures. $ 560

Books


Bailey, J., 1980. Antarctica, a traveller’s tale, Angus and Robertson, Australia. 182 pages. $70


Barnes, J.N., 1982. Lets Save Antarctica!, 96 pages. $50

Bayliss, E.P., & Cumpston, J.S., 1939. Handbook and Index to accompany a Map of Antarctica, 90 pages. $150

Béchervaise, J., 1961. The Far South, 103 pages. SIGNED $70


Béchervaise, J., 1979. Antarctica: The Last Horizon, Cassell, Australia. 138 pages. $60


Bernacchi, L., 1901. To the South Polar Regions—Expedition of 1898-1900. London Covers stained but a rare book written by the first Australian Expeditioner to the Antarctic, who was a physician on De Gerlache’s “Belgica Expedition”. Fascinating detail and pictures. $490


Cat, R.A., 1997. Guido Monzino: L'ultimo signore di Balbianello e le sue ventuno spedizioni (the last master of Balbianello and his twenty-one expeditions), Alberti Libraio, Italy. 208 pages, in Italian. $50

Chester, J., 1986. Going to extremes: Project blizzard and Australia's Antarctic heritage, Doubleday, Sydney. SIGNED. $100


Heaton, P.R., 1959. Antarctica, 75 pages. $40


Huntford, R., 1985. Shackleton, 774 pages. $40


Lewis, D., & George, M., 1987. Icebound in Antarctica, Heinemann, Australia. 242 pages. $60

Lindsay, M., 1939. Those Greenland Days, Penguin, London. 218 pages. $20


Mason, T.K., 1972. All about the frozen continent: Antarctica, Paul Hamlyn, Australia. 77 pages. $40


*SIGNED*. Plus a cover from Scott Base signed by 3 Expedition members. $200

Mear, R., & Swan, R., 1987. *In the footsteps of Scott*, Jonathan Cape, London. 306 pages. $60


Mikkelsen, E. *Two Against The Ice*, Travel Books, London. 224 pages. $60


Mirsky, J., 1970. *To The Arctic! The story of Northern exploration from earliest times to the present*, University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 334 pages. $40


National Science Foundation USA. *Survival in Antarctica*, 66 pages. $40


Ommanney, F.D., 1938. *South Latitude*, a book that records personal experiences and is not an official account of the work carried out under the supervision of the “Discovery” committee on behalf of the Falkland Islands. It has 308 pages of records including 16 illustrations. $75


It has 164 photographic illustrations by the author, 11 by Captain Scott and others, a map and two drawings. The introduction is by Lady Scott. 304 pages. **$300**


Pound, R. *Scott of the Antarctic*, a new biography of the great explorer Reginald Pound. The book contains 304 pages with some maps and photos, all in black and white. **$40**


Scott, R.F., 1983 (Methuen reprint). *Scott’s Last Expedition: The Journals*, 444 pages. **$60**

Seaver, G., 1934. *Edward Wilson of the Antarctic*, John Murray, London. Introduction was written by Aspley Cherry-Garrard. The first edition was written in October 1933 and the book was reprinted four times up to May 1934. This book contains fabulous descriptions and maps of expeditions. Also has some coloured pictures. 301 pages. **$100**


**Journals, Reports etc**

Aurora – ANARE club journal 13(4) 1994. $8 – other editions available.


ANARE Antarctic field manual, 198 pages. Australian Antarctic Division, 1992. $30

Macquarie Island – Past, present and future.1987, University of Tasmania. $25

A window on Antarctica: an introduction to the corporate plan of the AAD, 1991. Australian Antarctic Division. $20


Special Medal, in bronze, celebrating the 133 day ice drift of the Soviet Resupply Vessel “COMOB”, this medal shows the ship ice-bound and was exchanged between Australian and Soviet Scientists in Antarctica $500

A collection of modern unaddressed Picture Postcards mostly purchased in the Falkland Islands, many thematic items (penguins, wildlife etc.) 14 cards $40